
  

 

 

TOM FORD SPRING 2021 RTW: HAPPINESS IS THE 

GOAL 

 

  

 

Sounds a bit strange but even the pioneers of fashion sometimes doubt their 

dedication to the industry. This year’s COVID-19 quarantine period had a huge 

psychological impact on Tom Ford, making it hard for him to even imagine 

designing a new collection: “I honestly wasn’t sure I could make a collection 

even if I felt inspired to do so… I felt that fashion should simply go into 

hibernation for a year.” Luckily for us, the restless designer overcame his blues 

and came up with a new spring collection emitting fun and optimism. 

The key word for this collection is happiness. What Tom Ford aimed for, is a 

sense of hope, a smile, a positive kind of escape after months of isolation. To 

that end, he employed a 70s aesthetic -as illustrated by fashion illustrator 

Antonio Lopez- as well as his own 90s legacy. Colorful florals, silky dresses, 

relaxed blazers, animal prints, printed logo-waistband pants, tie-dyed caftans, 

pool robes and bikinis attest to a carefree vision of quirky stylishness. As Tom 

himself put it “the last thing I want to see are serious clothes”. In a time of fear 

and uncertainty, this collection is bound to connect us to the original purpose of 

fashion – creativity and expression beyond limitation. 

But Tom Ford Spring 2021 Ready to Wear is not only about the literal aspect of 

wearability. It is also about makeup, which easily explains the photoshoot’s art 

direction and the emphasis given by Ford -who shot the look book on his own- 

on the models’ faces. The point is to evoke a holistic attitude of partylike 

nonchalance and to show that even difficult times consist of beauty and shiny 

sparks of joy. Mission accomplished. 
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TILDA SWINTON IN CHANEL  
 

  

 

VANESSA PARADIS IN CHANEL 
 

  

 

YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your 

heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL BLUE SEQUINS 

SHOPPING BAG 

 

CHANEL GREEN FLAP BAG 
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CHANEL BLUE BOY FLAP BAG 

 

CHANEL BLUE DENIM HOBO BAG 
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